
1.2. THE PEOPLE:

Very little has been published concerning the Arbore . The lengthiest

treatment to date is a three page appendix to Jensen's description of the

Tsamako (1959: 385-8). Since my own main concern was to find out as much

as possible about the language in the short time available, what I learned

about non-linguistic aspects of Arbore culture was unfortunately very limit-

ed, and adds virtually nothing to what has already been written. The foll-

owing remarks agree broadly with Jensen and it is likely that more extensive

investigation would reconcile any apparent discrepancies.

The Arbore are composed of two major groups, the Marie (marie) and the

Gondorobba (gondorobba). The former comprises two divisions, the Murale

(murale) and the Eegute (?eegute), and the latter comprises three, the

Gandarab (gandarab), the Kulaama (kulaama) and the Kuyle (kuyle).

While the Marie are generally considered to be the descendants of 'pure'

ancestral Arbore, it is the Gondorobba who presently wield the most prestige

and power. Among the Gondorobba divisions the Kuyle are considered to be

marriage with the neighbouring Bura (bura), ie. Tsamako. Though individ-

uals of each division may be found living in any part of the overall Arbore

territory, in general each is located in its own area. The Gandarab live



at or around the settlement of Gondorobba, known to the Ethiopian administr-

tion as Irbore. The Kulaama inhabit country to the south of Gondorobba, with

a centre on the settlement of Bilbilo. My informants claimed that one enter-

ed Kulaama territory after about an hour's walk south in the direction of

Chew Bahir. I was told that the Kulaama territory extended as far as the

lake itself. The Kuyle are to be found to the north and the north-west of

Gondorobba, bordering on Tsamako land. Originally, it was claimed, the bulk

of the Marie lived near to Chew Bahir, centred on a place called Surra. On

account of severe fighting with the Hamar large numbers of Arbore, most of

whom were Marie, crossed the Sagan river into Sidamo, where they joined other

Marie settlers already living there among the Booran at places such as Kora,

Areerto and Nyaaccha. It was generally agreed that that this exodus had

taken place some twenty years previously.

Each major division of the Arbore is headed spiritually by a kawot (ka-

wot ) , who exercises a priest-like function and so resembles fairly closely

the kaallica of the Booran, though, since probably his most important role

is as a rain-maker, the kawot may have a more exact counterpart in the rain-

maker priest found in various of the Omotic societies. The Arbore claim that

the spiritual powers of their kawots have always been held in very high regard

by the Booran, who, they say, have often in the past sought to secure the

assistance of Arbore kawots by means of handsome payments, which had always

to be accompanied by gifts of incense. Perhaps it is on account of superior

spiritual powers that the 'highpriest' (b6golko)of the Tsamako is an Arb-

ore (see Jensen 1959: 363). Although each Arbore kawot has equal authority,

in that one could not dominate another politically, the kawot of the Gandarab

undoubtedly has the most prestige.

The social life of Arbore men is organized within an age-grade system.



Members of an age-grade are referred to as gfmm (though this word also has

the more general meaning of 'contemporary'). There are four grades, but the

details of the system await future research; only the names of the grades

were noted, viz: 1. ?6barsa, 2. gldama, 3. raaarole, 4. wattana Men

who have passed through each grade of the system are said to belong to gerda

(cf. singular geer old man, elder, husband). The final age-grade period

culminates in a special ceremony called rjar .

Circumcision is rigorously observed in the case of women, but is far

from common among men. The operation is performed during the prolonged mar-

riage rites, and precedes consumation of the marriage and the establishment

of the nuptial household by a period of four months to two years. While

Arbore men may take wives from the Booran, Dasenech, Rendille or even Burji,

they will not usually take wives from the Konso or Hamar. Only in the case

of the Kuyle are women taken from the Tsamako, and this is looked down on by

the rest of the Arbore, since Tsamako women are not circumcised.

The economy of the Arbore is a mixed one. They herd cows, goats and

sheep, but there is no trace at all of the camel. The main pack animal is

the donkey. While only a few small patches of maize are in evidence near

Gondorobba, eastwards towards the river maize and millet are cultivated quite

extensively. Thus in addition to milk products the diet of the people incl-

udes grain-derived items. A good deal of Arbore country appears to be too

dry for cultivation, however, so that a certain amount of grain comes from

outside sources. Interestingly the names at least of the commonest grain-

based foods, ie. parso ale-gruel and lassa bread are certainly borrowed

(cp. Gidole pars6-t ale-gruel, Tsamako lasa bread ). Tools, weapons

and utensils of various sorts are obtained from the Hamar and Konso, since

the Arbore themselves do not work iron or clay.



The importance of keeping linguistic affinity and ethnicity well apart

when considering questions of the origins of a people has to be accorded a

special emphasis in the case of the peoples of the area under discussion.

Sobania (1978) clearly demonstrates this in the case of the Dasenech, a

relatively small people with as diverse an ethnic composition as one might

reasonably expect to find anywhere. The same is almost certainly true of

the Arbore. My informants said that the original Arbore (then just Marie

— ? ) lived around Surra. They were subsequently joined by immigrant

settlers from people as varied as the Dasenech, Turkana, Bume, Somali, Rend-

ille and Booran, who intermarried with them. Far from being a thing of past

history, this process is very much an on-going one. Clearly it is the

Booran who have been, and still are, contributing most significantly to the

evolution of the Arbore. Within each of the Arbore divisions there are

numerous internal groups with Booran names, such as karrayyu, ?odditu,

etc., even the name Arbore / Irbore itself is said to be of Booran origin.

I was told, moreover, that every Arbore is very conscious of his genealogy,

and that the majority trace their descent from Booran ancestors. A further

consideration, of course, is that all Arbore speak Booran, and indeed, in

the case of the Waata Wondo, a low caste group living among the Booran in

Sidamo, and who claim to be of Arbore stock (a claim fully supported by the

Arbores at Gondorobba), Booran has come largely to be their only language.

This does not mean, however, that the Arbore language is especially close

to Booran (ie. Oromo) . There are some obvious loans from Booran, as one

would expect in such a situation, but not for a moment does the Booran infl-

uence even begin to obscure the true linguistic affinities of Arbore. What


